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ABSTRACT
The aim of this research is to analyze the behavior of the transition
between static and dynamic friction coefficient in a cylindrical joint, in
order to reach high reliability when loads are acting. The friction
between cylindrical contact faces is analyzed both in dry and lubricated
conditions up to the moment that the assembly starts moving while
tilting the entire assembly. It means that it is analyzed a complex static
friction developed along a chain and its sprocket.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As a non-dimensional parameter, the friction
coefficient - a highly investigated topic in
tribology [1-4] - normally depends on surface
roughness, temperature, and relative charge
under static effort [5-7]. We cannot establish the
fundamental static friction coefficient and we
are proceeding only to check the static friction
coefficient between chain and sprocket just
before the movement starts. Generally, the
experiments establish the dynamic friction
coefficient and are not certifying the values
before the movement starts. This is good enough
for practical behavior of the most important
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application of industrial use, because the major
damages appear during the start of the
movement [8]. In some specific applications,
especially for the chain - sprocket assembly we
recommend to establish experimentally the
static friction coefficient, which has a major
influence in the assembly wear and reliability
[9,10]. The tribological processes involved in
static
friction
coefficient
experimental
measurement [11], approach a complex
technology designed to establish the static
friction coefficient value of the metallic couple of
materials in order to reach a better reliability for
the chain - sprocket assembly.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
In order to determine the static friction
coefficients, which appear at the limit between
the rest and the movement status, we have
converted the chain-sprocket assembly contact
using the natural rolling sprocket over its chain,
acting under gravitational field load. The
movement is governed by the vertical load G,
due to gravitational weight decomposed by the
angle α of a tapered plane into Gt and Gn
components, as shown in Fig. 1. Along the
inclined surface acts the static friction force, Ff.
Adjusting the angle of the tapered plane of the
tribometer assembly, we can adjust the force Gt
that is acting along the inclined surface, in order
to establish the exact moment of movement start
and the force that is promoting the exit of the
assembly from the immobility status.

Fig. 2, while a mobile pair of sprockets is laid on
the chain samples. The two sprockets are fixed
at the opposite sides of a shaft, on which
different weights can be mounted. The other
ends of the chains can be fixed straight and
tensioned on the mobile plate with two clamps,
or rolled on the sprocket and fixed by the last
link to the chain.

Fig. 2. Functional diagram of tribometer to determine
static friction coefficients [13].

Fig. 1. Static friction coefficient in chain-sprocket assembly.

The simple design of the tribometer [12]
presented in Fig. 2, allows easy relocation to act
in specific designed environments, while, in the
same time, the precise adjustment and basic
horizontality
accuracy
provides
precise
measurement. It consists of a base plate and a
mobile plate, which rotates around a precise
cylindrical joint in the lower side of the
tribometer (point A). The tilting of the mobile
plate is actuated by a screw-nut transmission inclined with the angle β = 60° relative to the
horizontal plane, which lifts the mobile plate
using a metallic or glass ball, set at the end of the
screw, in direct contact to the mobile plate. All
the contact surfaces from the transmissions are
smooth grinded and require precise machining.
The base plate can be horizontally aligned using
specific adjustable supports.
Two clamps are fixing on the mobile plate two
identical chain samples into required parallel
alignment to the tilting direction, as showed in
422

After setting the sprockets on the chain samples,
the mobile plate is tilted up to the precise
moment when the rolling of the sprockets on the
chains starts. At this point, the static friction
coefficient can be computed by measuring the
tilting angle of the mobile plate.
The tilting angle of the mobile plate will be
determined by measuring the distance Ls over a
pair of pins fixed on the base plate and the
mobile plate. We calculate the tilting angle
introducing the measured values into a
nonlinear function [13] of type (1):
α1 = α(𝐿𝑆 )

(1)

In order to achieve a better accuracy and to
minimize measuring errors, we have used three
pairs of pins - three fixed on the base plate and
the other three fixed on the mobile plate. The
pins are positioned at specific distances one to
each other, such that measuring the three
different distances between each pair, we can
compute the same angle α.
Using custom software, in which all the device
parameters are constants and the only variables
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are the distances Ls measured over the pins, the
static friction coefficients are computed and
presented as a graph or tabular values. Possible
errors that can appear during measurements are
minimized within the software, which is
analyzing many test values. The software is
programmed to compare the three measured
values of the distance Ls, to realize different
mean values between them, and to choose for
each test the final average value of the static
friction coefficient for the ones with values
closer to each other, in the limits of allowed
deviation of 1 %.
3. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATIONS
Comparative studies referring to various chain sprocket assembly types, acting in lubricated or
acting in dry conditions have been realized. This
analysis shows how the general static friction
coefficient is managed by the load, which is
acting on the chain - sprocket assembly during
the moment before movement start. To simulate
different usual lubrication conditions, the
assembly can be emerged in lubricating oil, or
the oil can be sprinkled on the chain surface,
before the surfaces get into contact. The tests
were realized in conditions of temperature
between 25 ... 28 °C, humidity percentage of the
atmosphere of 80 %. The tests analyzed into this
paper were completed in order to establish the
static friction coefficient using lubrication by
sprinkling oil on the chain and without primary
lubrication. The force (marked with G in Fig. 1)
acting on each sprocket - chain assembly was
established at 32 N.
The chains selected for this test were B8 (with a
pitch diameter of 8 mm) and B9 (with a pitch
diameter of 9.5 mm) bush chains together with
their sprockets. The measured values of the
static frictional coefficient for both of the B8 and
B9 bush chains - sprocket assemblies, without
and with lubrication, are presented in Table 1.
The medium static friction coefficients for each
type of testing were computed as mean values of
the testing measurements, excepting the
minimum and the maximum values of the series.
From Table 1, we can observe that for the B9
bush chain - sprocket assembly, without
lubrication, the static friction coefficient is
slightly smaller than for B8 bush chain -

sprocket assembly. It means that the static
friction coefficient is depending on the increase
of the radiuses of cylindrical joints in contact. In
addition, the increased static friction coefficient
trend applies for the same B9 bush chain sprocket assembly, with lubrication.
Table 1. Static friction coefficients and wear rates.
B8 chain static friction
B9 chain static friction
coefficient comparison
coefficient comparison
B8 without
B8 with
B9 without
B9 with
lubrication
lubrication
lubrication
lubrication
0.1323
0.1330
0.1282
0.1286
0.1319
0.1343
0.1275
0.1295
0.1311
0.1352
0.1281
0.1314
0.1322
0.1349
0.1271
0.1297
0.1303
0.1369
0.1251
0.1305
0.1305
0.1336
0.1263
0.1287
0.1315
0.1360
0.1256
0.1295
0.1307
0.1350
0.1265
0.1304
0.1314
0.1358
0.1256
0.1298
0.1312
0.1339
0.1254
0.1289
0.1302
0.1346
0.1261
0.1294
0.1303
0.1342
0.1254
0.1297
µ med.*
0.1311
0.1348
0.1264
0.1296
% difference
0%
2.78%
0%
2.57%
* medium values computed for the measured values,
excepting the minimum and maximum values of the series.

Comparing both the B8 and B9 bush chain sprocket assemblies, we can observe an increase
of the static friction coefficient of 2.78 %,
respectively 2.57 %. This means that in the
cylindrical joints in contact, the phenomenon of
adhesion due to superficial stress into the
lubricant oil film appears [14,15].

Fig. 3. Cumulative dilatational fractures between two
lubricated couple of materials [16] by a) growth and
coalescence of holes through viscous or plastic flow;
b) stretching and rupture of atomic bonds.

Adhesion is the tendency of dissimilar particles
or surfaces to cling to one another (Fig. 3). The
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real area of contact between two surfaces is only
a small fraction of the apparent area of contact.
This means that even with quite small loads,
very large pressures will be developed into the
few points of real contact. These pressures are
sufficient to cause local adhesion and welding of
the surfaces into the singular points of contact.
The tangential force required to shear the
junctions is a major component of the friction
between sliding metal surfaces [17-22].
Taking into consideration the contact
configuration of the cylindrical joint between a
bush chain and its sprocket, we can accept that
the contact of the parallel axes is linear.
According to Hertzian theory, under the action
of a distributed pressure P, normal to the contact
line, as showed in Figs. 4a) and 4b), the line is
transforming into an elliptical cross section
cylinder of length L and width b.

a)

the tests without lubrication, maintains a small
dispersion of the values, around 0.1348. A
repetitive set of measurements have been
realized, in order to validate the achieved
experimental data.

Fig. 5. Static friction coefficients for B8 bush chain
with lubrication vs. B8 bush chain without lubrication.

The graphic from figure 6 presents measured
static friction coefficients for a B9 bush chain
tested in two different environment: without
lubrication and with lubrication. During tests,
the measured values maintain the same trend as
for the B8 bush chain, but the values are
somewhat decreased. For the static friction
coefficient of the B9 bush chain-sprocket
assembly, tested without lubricant, the resulted
values are in the range of 0.1264. There is also a
slightly increase of the measured values for the
tests of the chain with lubrication compared to
the tests without lubrication. The measured
values maintain a small dispersion of the values,
around 0.1296. This concludes that the
repetitive measurements have been accurate
and the experimental data is valid.

b)
Fig. 4. Linear cylindrical joint contact with parallel
axes: a) front view; b) isometric view.

In the graphic from Fig. 5 are presented the
measured static friction coefficients for a B8
bush chain tested without lubrication and with
lubrication. We have established that for the
static friction coefficient of the B8 bush chainsprocket assembly, tested without lubricant, the
resulted values are in the range of 0.1311. The
slightly increase of the measured values for the
tests of the chain with lubrication, compared to
424

Fig. 6. Static friction coefficients for B9 bush chain
with lubrication vs. B9 bush chain without lubrication.

In both graphics from Figs. 5 and 6, the initial
values of the testing series for the chains with
lubricant tend to approach, but they are distancing
as the lubricant film fills all the contact areas.
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µ med.*

0.1400

B8 without lubrication
B8 with lubrication
B9 without lubrication
B9 with lubrication

0.1300

The experiments and the analyses based on this
new approach to the physic's phenomena
establish a real measured limit of the static to
dynamic friction coefficient value for the couple
of materials.
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0.1200
Type of test

Fig. 7. Medium static friction coefficients comparison.
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